
UK finance chief
Zahawi inherits
economic crisis
LONDON: Britain’s new finance minister, Iraqi-born
Nadhim Zahawi, has inherited a cost-of-living crisis that
risks pushing the UK economy into recession. The for-
mer education minister was parachuted into the
Treasury late Tuesday after predecessor Rishi Sunak’s
shock resignation over the culture of scandal plaguing
Prime Minister Boris Johnson. Johnson also lost his
health minister, Sajid Javid.

Zahawi takes charge with UK inflation at a 40-year
peak of 9.1 percent, a level set to hit double figures this
year on soaring energy and food prices according to
the Bank of England (BoE). “I’ve got to make sure we
get through... (this) inflation, which can be a really
painful thing if we let it get out of control,” the 55-year-
old told Sky News Wednesday. The self-made million-
aire co-founded the prominent polling company
YouGov and was active in local Conservative politics in
London before becoming an MP in 2010.

The BoE on Tuesday warned that the global eco-
nomic outlook had “deteriorated markedly” owing to
runaway prices fueled by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
The central bank has hiked British interest rates five
times since December in a bid to tame inflation. The UK
government has meanwhile sought to ease the financial
pain with a raft of measures, including a slight reduction
on fuel tax. However, critics said the moves fall well
short of what is needed to help cash-strapped house-
holds and businesses.

‘Tough decisions’
“You don’t go into this job to have an easy life,”

Zahawi added Wednesday. “You make some tough
decisions every day. And sometimes it’s easy to walk
away but actually, it’s much tougher to deliver for the

country.” Zahawi denied threatening to quit the govern-
ment if not given the top Treasury job. “I want to make
sure that not only do we rebuild the economy, we’ve got
to grow the economy,” added the new chancellor of the
exchequer. Zahawi refused to comment to reporters as
he left a meeting in 10 Downing Street Tuesday, includ-
ing on whether he would uphold Sunak’s pleas for fiscal
discipline against Johnson’s free-spending instincts. In
early London trading Wednesday, the benchmark FTSE
100 stocks index jumped 1.6 percent and the pound
steadied against the dollar. The FTSE had tumbled
almost three percent and sterling slumped nearly two
percent against the dollar Tuesday on growing fears of
a global recession.

“Political risks do not seem to be having a major
impact on UK assets,” noted Markets.com analyst Neil
Wilson. “There are far too many bigger things on our
minds right now - inflation, the economy slowing down,
strikes.” Britain is in the midst of nationwide strikes -
affecting in particular the transport sector-as wages are
eroded by the rocketing inflation. Teachers and workers
in the state-run National Health Service are mulling
whether to join aviation, legal, postal and railway staff in
walking out. Zahawi won widespread praise for over-
seeing Britain’s pandemic vaccines rollout. But like
Sunak, his private wealth has drawn adverse attention,
including when he claimed parliamentary expenses for
heating his horse stables in 2013. —AFP

STRASBOURG, France: The EU on Wednesday set
out a harder focus on energy amid Russia’s war in
Ukraine, as the Czech Republic presented its priorities
upon taking over the bloc’s presidency. “We need to
prepare for further disruptions of gas supply, even a
complete cut-off from Russia,” European Commission
chief Ursula von der Leyen told the European
Parliament. Her commission is set to unveil an emer-
gency plan on energy supply security on July 20 that
would help redirect gas flows within the EU to “where
it is most needed”.

“We have to provide for European solidarity. And
we need to protect the (EU) single market as well as
industry’s supply chains,” von der Leyen said. The
Czech EU presidency tweeted that it had called an
extraordinary meeting of EU energy ministers for July
26, following the commission plan. Czech Prime
Minister Petr Fiala told the MEPs that the plan should
mirror the EU solidarity shown during the height of the
Covid crisis. “The path that the Czech presidency

wants to take is primarily to work on common
European projects that free us from our dependence
on Russia,” he said.

Von der Leyen and Fiala both emphasized that the
restructuring of the EU’s energy market must keep cli-
mate-friendly policies at its core, even at a time of
sky-high inflation and short-term risks to supply. The
European Union has launched a €300-billion ($310-
billion) plan to wean itself off Russian fossil fuel sup-
plies, and is also investing heavily to transform the
market toward renewable sources.

The two leaders also said steps toward Ukraine’s
post-war reconstruction would be made under the
Czech presidency of the EU, which runs to the end of
the year. Von der Leyen said she would convene a
high-level conference on that issue after September,
together with Germany as current head of the G7.
“Never before have we mastered such a colossal
reconstruction challenge. So we need all hands on
deck,” she said. Ukraine has said the cost to build its

war-ravaged country is at least $750 billion. France’s
EU presidency in the first half of this year was domi-
nated by the war in Ukraine, which began with Russia’s
invasion on Feb 24. 

Meanwhile, the European Parliament approved on
Wednesday an EU proposal to give a sustainable
finance label to investments in gas and nuclear power,
following a contentious vote. MEPs in the eastern
French city of Strasbourg declined to oppose the
measure, which was backed by France and Germany.
There were 278 votes to stop it while 328 voted for a
green light. There were 33 abstentions.

“I ask you not to reject this fragile, carefully negoti-
ated compromise,” Czech Prime Minister Petr Fiala,
whose country has just taken over the rotating EU
presidency from France, pleaded ahead of the vote.
The green label, known in EU parlance as the “taxono-
my”, “caters to a number of countries that will only be
able to meet their climate targets as a result of these
criteria,” he warned.

A small but influential group of member states
and activists had lobbied hard for MEPs to reject the
green label, in a coalition of opponents to nuclear
and gas energy. Critics of gas point to the war in
Ukraine as the latest reason to reject the green label,
saying that encouraging investment would only
increase dependence on Russian supply. “How can
we ask other countries to reduce their use of fossil
fuels if we classify them as green? This will under-
mine the Paris agreement,” said Dutch Green MEP
Bas Eickhout.

Critics of nuclear energy point to the threat posed
by accidents and nuclear waste and believe solar and
wind energy is the best way forward. But the EU exec-
utive, under pressure from nuclear-powered France
and gas-reliant Germany, argues that both have a role
to play as cleaner power sources during the transition
to a net-zero carbon future. The EU hopes that its
label will steer huge sums of private capital into activi-
ties that support climate goals. — AFP 
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Ali Alghanim Sons
holds first AGM 
post listing
KUWAIT: Ali Alghanim Sons Automotive Company
KSCC (Ali Alghanim Sons) held its first Ordinary
and Extraordinary General Assembly meetings on
Wednesday, July 6, 2022, with a complete quorum.
The assembly approved all items of the agenda,
granting the Board of Directors authorization to buy
or sell the company’s shares (treasury shares), in
accordance with the provisions of Law No 7 of
2010 and its executive regulations and amendments.

Earlier in June, Ali Alghanim Sons was listed on
Kuwait’s official stock exchange, Boursa Kuwait, in the
‘Premier Market’ under the ticker symbol ‘ALG’,
recording a historic moment for the company as the
first of its kind family company in the automotive sec-
tor to be listed on an exchange in the GCC. 

With its mission driven strategy, Ali Alghanim Sons
aims to strengthen its market share in Kuwait and fur-
ther its market share and presence in Egypt and the
Middle East’s automotive sector, by sharpening its
focus on the affordable segment and entry-level luxu-
ry vehicles. The company will continue to push ahead
with its expansion plans in the region, specifically in
Egypt, by the last quarter of 2022, which will reflect
positively and ultimately on the company’s turnover.
The company is also exploring opportunities to enrich
the services it provides for its customers by bringing
in added value through new solutions, and furthering
its digital transformation journey to enhance the cus-

tomer experience. 
Ali Alghanim Sons is targeting growth in the

affordable segment through Geely, Haval and Great
Wall Motors. The demand for these three fast-grow-
ing brands in Egypt is expected to catch up to their
global market share due to continued improvement in
affordable technology, customer acceptance and
change in customer preferences. The company is also
looking to increase the market share of existing luxu-
ry brands by offering a broader model mix to include
lower-priced entry models. This is expected to con-
vert potential customers to customers early in the
customer lifecycle, thus, leading to higher total life-
time revenue per customer as well as higher demand
for after-sales service and parts. 

Working closely with its partners, Ali Alghanim
Sons will continue to increase its regional footprint
building on the success of the company’s recent
expansion into Egypt, and Iraq, in which the compa-
ny’s operations was launched a few years ago. It is
also keen on exploring new opportunities in synergis-
tic segments to offer a holistic service to customers.
Rolling out more satellite service centers and quick-
service shops and enhancing the online experience
through e-retailing, virtual showrooms, and intercon-
nected services are among the company’s plans. In
line with its strong focus on digitization, Ali Alghanim
Sons will invest in tech-related projects to expand its
portfolio and in IT infrastructure to improve the over-
all customer experience.

Ali Alghanim Sons Automotive is the official agent
for eight leading brands including BMW, Land Rover,
Rolls-Royce, McLaren, Geely and Great Wall Motors
in Kuwait, in addition to owning renowned interna-
tional agencies in the fields of oil, batteries, and tires.
The company is also a key shareholder in both BMW
and Mini in Iraq and Egypt.

Spain’s labor
market buoyed
by key reform
MADRID: Six months after Spain pushed through a
key reform aimed at reducing labor market insecurity,
the number of temporary contracts has fallen sharply,
giving the government some welcome breathing space
in a difficult economic context. Long one of the
European nations with the highest number of temporary
contracts, Spain saw its unemployment figures fall for
the sixth consecutive month in June, with the Labor
Minister Yolanda Diaz hailing “historic” data on
Monday as evidence of “a paradigm shift”.

By the end of June, the number of jobseekers in
Spain stood at 2.88 million down from 2.92 million a
month earlier and the lowest monthly figure since the
start of the financial crisis in 2008. The drop was due to
a significant increase in jobs, with 783,595 permanent
contacts signed in June, the highest monthly figure ever
recorded. “This is a record number of permanent con-
tracts, representing more than 44 percent” of the total
number of new jobs, she said.

At this time of the year, when there is a surge of tem-

porary positions in tourism and agriculture, permanent
contracts usually only account for 10 percent of new
jobs. “We have 740,000 more people... with permanent
contracts than before the pandemic,” said Prime
Minister Pedro Sanchez said this week. Writing on
Twitter, Diaz said the increase “clearly shows the effect
of the labor reform.” But she cautioned: “There is still a
lot to do, but we are showing that there is an alternative
model to job insecurity: decent work with rights.”

Addressing a key weakness
The reform, which took effect on Jan 1 following a

hard-fought deal negotiated between the government,
employers’ groups and unions, limits the back-to-back
use of temporary contracts and makes permanent con-
tracts the rule rather than the exception. This reform
“was requested by Brussels”, explained Carlos Victoria,
a researcher at the Esade business school, after many
Spanish companies got into a habit of “filling existing
positions with temporary contracts”.

According to Eurostat, nearly 22 percent of Spanish
employees had a temporary contract before the pan-
demic, compared to an EU average of 14.4 percent. For
many economists, this phenomenon - brought about by
a 2012 law by a conservative government to boost
employment after the financial crisis - has been one of
the main weaknesses of the Spanish labor market. But
observers are divided whether the reform can cure the
fragility in the Spanish labor market.—AFP

LONDON: Britain’s newly appointed Chancellor of the
Exchequer Nadhim Zahawi poses as he arrives at the HM
Treasury to start his new job on July 6, 2022. — AFP 


